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**ADDICTED TO PLASTIC**
SDH
85 and 53 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed and Produced by Ian Connacher
Public Performance Rights Purchase $295, Rental $95
Reveals the history and scope of plastics pollution, its toxicity, and possible solutions.

**BUILD GREEN**
CC
44 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 9-12, College, Adult
Directed and produced by Paula Salvador
Public Performance Rights Purchase $250, Rental $85
David Suzuki reports on a wide range of green buildings, from large community developments to mini-homes.

**AMERICAN OUTRAGE**
SDH
56 and 33 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed by George Gage and Beth Gage • Produced by Gage & Gage Prod.
Public Performance Rights DVD/VHS $295/$250, Rental $85
Two elderly Western Shoshone sisters put up a heroic fight for their land and human rights.

**CHEAT NEUTRAL**
SDH
13 and 5 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed by Beth Stratford
Public Performance Rights Purchase $150, Rental $30
Satirical look at the inadequacies of the concept of carbon offsetting.

**ARID LANDS**
SDH
98 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 9-12, College, Adult
Directed by Grant Aaker and Josh Wallaer • Produced by Sidelong Films LLP
Public Performance Rights Purchase $295, Rental $95
A moving and complex essay on a unique landscape of the American West: the area surrounding the contaminated Hanford Site in Washington State.

**CHINA BLUE**
SDH
88 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed by Micha X. Peled • Produced by Teddy Bear Films
Public Performance Rights Purchase $295, Rental $95
China and international retailers don’t want us to see how the clothes we buy are actually made. A deep-access account.

**ALL IN THIS TEA**
CC
70 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 7-12, College, Adult
A film by Les Blank & Gina Leibrecht • Produced by Flower Films
Public Performance Rights Purchase $275, Rental $95
American tea importer David Lee Hoffman supports China’s endangered organic farmers by seeking out fine, chemical-free teas.

**CRIPS & BLOODS**
SDH
83 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed by Stacy Peralta • Produced by Baron Davis, Dan Halsted
Public Performance Rights Purchase $295, Rental $95
In CRIPS & BLOODS: Made in America, Director Stacy Peralta documents the cultural roots and history of the Crips and Bloods gangs in Los Angeles.

**THE AMERICAN RULING CLASS**
CC
89 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed by John Kirby • Produced by Libby Handros
Public Performance Rights Purchase $295, Rental $95
The world’s first dramatic-documentary-musical satire explores our country’s most taboo topic: class.

**CUBA: THE ACCIDENTAL REVOLUTION**
CC
2 x 45 minutes • DVD-R or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed by Ray Burley • Produced by CBC’s “The Nature of Things”
Public Performance Rights Purchase Series $395, Rental $115
Individual $250, Rental $75
Two films examining Cuba’s successes in sustainable agriculture and effective medical care.

**ARGENTINA - TURNING AROUND**
CC
37 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 9-12, College, Adult • English and Spanish
Directed by Mark Dworkin and Melissa Young
Produced by Moving Images Video Project
Public Performance Rights Purchase $225, Rental $75
Revisits worker-run factories and interview subjects four years after the economic collapse.

**THE DHAMMA BROTHERS**
SDH
76 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed by Jenny Phillips, Anne Marie Stein and Andrew Kukura
Produced by Jenny Phillips and Anne Marie Stein
Public Performance Rights Purchase $275, Rental $95
Inmates of a maximum-security prison are changed by the influence of an ancient meditation method.

**BUILD GREEN**
CC
44 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 9-12, College, Adult
Directed and produced by Paula Salvador
Public Performance Rights Purchase $250, Rental $85
David Suzuki reports on a wide range of green buildings, from large community developments to mini-homes.

**ALL IN THIS TEA**
CC
70 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 7-12, College, Adult
A film by Les Blank & Gina Leibrecht • Produced by Flower Films
Public Performance Rights Purchase $275, Rental $95
American tea importer David Lee Hoffman supports China’s endangered organic farmers by seeking out fine, chemical-free teas.

**AMERICAN OUTRAGE**
SDH
56 and 33 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed by George Gage and Beth Gage • Produced by Gage & Gage Prod.
Public Performance Rights DVD/VHS $295/$250, Rental $85
Two elderly Western Shoshone sisters put up a heroic fight for their land and human rights.

**THE AMERICAN RULING CLASS**
CC
89 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed by John Kirby • Produced by Libby Handros
Public Performance Rights Purchase $295, Rental $95
The world’s first dramatic-documentary-musical satire explores our country’s most taboo topic: class.

**ARGENTINA - TURNING AROUND**
CC
37 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 9-12, College, Adult • English and Spanish
Directed by Mark Dworkin and Melissa Young
Produced by Moving Images Video Project
Public Performance Rights Purchase $225, Rental $75
Revisits worker-run factories and interview subjects four years after the economic collapse.
DIAMOND ROAD
99 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed by Nisha Pahuja
Produced by Robert Lang for Kensington Communications
Public Performance Rights Purchase $295, Rental $95

Examines every facet of the diamond trade from the prospectors to the miners to advocates for fair trade.

DOMINOES
10 minutes • DVD-R or VHS • Grades 5-12, College, Adult
Directed by Daniel Schorr • Produced by National Film Board of Canada
Public Performance Rights Purchase $150, Rental $30

Illustrates the challenges of integrating into a pre-established group. (ShowPeace Series)

DREAMING OF TIBET
58 minutes • DVD-R or VHS • Grades 7-12, College, Adult
Directed by Will Parrinello
Produced by Will Parrinello and John Antonelli
Public Performance Rights Purchase $250, Rental $85

A look at three resilient Tibetans in exile who are acting to preserve Tibetan culture.

EVERYTHING’S COOL
89 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed by Daniel B. Gold and Judith Helfand • Produced by Daniel B. Gold, Judith Helfand, Chris Piara and Adam Wolfensbuhn
Public Performance Rights Purchase $295, Rental $95

Examines the media strategies, on both sides, that have resulted in the US government’s failure to take decisive action on global warming.

FIGHTING FIRE WITH FIRE
44 minutes • DVD-R or VHS • Grades 9-12, College, Adult
Directed by Michelle Metivier • Executive Produced by Michael Allder, CBC
Public Performance Rights Purchase $250, Rental $75

This provocative film raises questions about conventional methods of fighting fire, and whether decades of suppressing fire have simply made matters worse.

GAME OVER
44 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed by Sara Marino • Produced by CBC
Public Performance Rights Purchase $250, Rental $85

Looks at the changing face of conservation in Kenya and explores the impact of colonial and contemporary initiatives.

GOOD FOOD
73 and 57 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 7-12, College, Adult
Directed by Mark Dworkin, and Melissa Young
Produced by Moving Images Video Project
Public Performance Rights Purchase $275, Rental $95

An intimate look at the farmers, ranchers, and businesses that are creating a more sustainable food system in the Pacific Northwest.

GRANNY D GOES TO WASHINGTON
27 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 7-12, College, Adult
Directed by Alidra Solday • Produced in assoc. with ITVS
Public Performance Rights Purchase $195, Rental $45

Activist Doris Haddock walks from California to Washington, DC to dramatize the need for campaign finance reform.

THE GREENING OF SOUTHIE
72 and 46 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed by Ian Cheney • Produced by Curt Ellis
Public Performance Rights Purchase $295, Rental $95

Details the planning and construction of the Macallen Building, Boston’s first residential, LEED-certified green building.

HOMO TOXICUS
88 and 52 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed by Carole Poliquin • Produced by Carole Poliquin and Isaac Isitan
Public Performance Rights Purchase $295, Rental $95

Explores the links between the hundreds of toxic pollutants in our environment and increasing health problems.

INDEPENDENT INTERVENTION
75 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 9-12, College, Adult
Directed by Tonje Hessen Schei • Produced by Ground Productions
Public Performance Rights Purchase $275, Rental $85

Focuses on the human cost of the Iraq War to contrast corporate-controlled media coverage with independent media.

IN SEARCH OF INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE
66 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed by Judy Jackson • Produced by Judy Films
Public Performance Rights Purchase $275, Rental $85

The first film about a new commitment to the rule of law: the International Criminal Court. Filmed in Kosovo, Northern Uganda, Iraq, Rwanda, and Darfur.

JOHN JAMES AUDUBON
54 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 7-12, College, Adult
Directed by Lawrence Hott • Produced by Lawrence Hott and Diane Garrey for American Masters
Public Performance Rights Purchase $250, Rental $85

John James Audubon: Drawn From Nature presents the life story and works of artist and naturalist John James Audubon.

KABUL TRANSIT
84 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed by Nisha Pahuja
English, Spanish and Dari/Persian subtitles
Produced by David Edwards, Maliha Zulfacar, & Gregory Whitmore
Public Performance Rights Purchase $295, Rental $95

Kabul Transit shuttles through the broken streets of Kabul, Afghanistan, moving between public space and private; the result is a unique cinematic experience.

KIDS + MONEY
33 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 7-12, College, Adult
Directed and Produced by Lauren Greenfield
Public Performance Rights Purchase $195, Rental $45

Los Angeles teens discuss money: getting it, spending it and learning to live without it.
**King Corn**
90 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 8-12, College, Adult
Directed by Aaron Woolf
A film by Aaron Woolf, Ian Cheney and Curt Ellis
Public Performance Rights Purchase $295, Rental $95

By growing an acre of corn in Iowa, two friends uncover the serious impact that corn is having on the environment, public health and family farms.

**NO Umbrella - Election Day In The City**
26 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 7-12, College, Adult
Directed by Laura Paglin • Produced by Creative Filmmakers Association
Public Performance Rights Purchase $195, Rental $45

An unblinking look at the 2004 Election Day failures in one of Ohio’s poorest neighborhoods.

**Life 5**
13 x 25 minutes • DVD-R or VHS • Grades 7-12, College, Adult
Produced by Television Trust For The Environment (TVE)
Public Performance Rights Purchase Series $1045
Individual Purchase $195, Rental $45

Life 5 investigates the impact of globalization as developing nations respond to economic stress and attempt to meet the UN’s Millennium Development Goals by 2015.

**Life 6**
11 x 25 minutes • DVD-R or VHS • Grades 7-12, College, Adult
Produced by Television Trust For The Environment (TVE)
Public Performance Rights Purchase Series $935
Rental $275 • Individual $195, Rental $45

Life 6 continues to explore the effects of globalization on people around the world.

**Milk the Rhino**
83 and 54 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 7-12, College, Adult
Directed and produced by David E. Simpson
Public Performance Rights Purchase $295, Rental $95

Explores community-based conservation in Africa through the experiences of the Himba and Maasai tribes.

**The Motherhood Manifesto**
58 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 7-12, College, Adult
Directed by Laura Pacheco • Produced by John de Graaf and Laura Pacheco
Public Performance Rights Purchase $250, Rental $85

Looks at the obstacles facing working mothers and families and the employer and public policy changes needed to restore work-life balance.

**The New Metropolis**
54 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed by Andrea Torrice
Public Performance Rights Purchase $295, Rental $85

Two short documentaries highlight the efforts of some of America’s first suburbs to reverse their long decline.

**No Bigger Than a Minute**
53 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed by Steven Delano
Produced by Steven Delano and Diane Markow
Public Performance Rights Purchase $250, Rental $85

Explores dwarfism through movies, paintings, popular culture and personal experience.

**Passage**
108 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed by John Walker • Produced by PTV Productions
Public Performance Rights Purchase $320, Rental $95

The incredible, multi-layered story of John Rae and the search for the Northwest Passage.

**Rain in a Dry Land**
82 or 52 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 7-12, College, Adult
Directed by Anne Makepeace
Produced by Anne Makepeace Productions, Inc. and ITVS
Public Performance Rights Purchase $295/$250
Rental $95/$85

Chronicles the lives of two extended Somali Bantu families as they leave behind a legacy of oppression in Africa to face new challenges as refugees in America.

**Raised to be Heroes**
54 minutes • DVD-R or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed by Jack Silberman • Produced by Tracey Friesen for the National Film Board of Canada
Public Performance Rights Purchase $250, Rental $85

Raised to be Heroes introduces the latest generation of Israeli soldiers to selectively object to military operations undertaken by their country.

**The Return of the Cuyahoga**
57 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 9-12, College, Adult
Directed and produced by Lawrence R. Hott and Diane Garey
Public Performance Rights Purchase $250, Rental $85

The story of the death and rebirth of one of America’s most emblematic waterways.

**A Sea Change**
85 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 7-12, College, Adult
Directed by Barbara Ettinger • Produced by Barbara Ettinger, Sven Huseby, Susan Cohn Rackefell
Public Performance Rights Purchase $295, Rental $95

Ocean acidification threatens over one million species with extinction—and with them, our entire way of life.
SECRECY
80 and 56 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed by Peter Galison and Robb Moss
Produced by Redacted Pictures
Public Performance Rights Purchase $295, Rental $95
A brilliant visual essay about the costs, benefits and history of the vast, invisible world of government secrecy.

THE SECRET WORLD OF GARDENS
13 x 22 minutes • DVD-R • Grades 3-12, College, Adult
Directed by Susan Fleming • Produced by Secret World of Gardens Prd.
Public Performance Rights Series Purchase $990, Rental $300
Individual Purchase $195, Rental $45
Using macro lenses and time-lapse photography, we explore the secret life hidden right under our noses in a common garden.

A SENSE OF WONDER
55 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed by Christopher Monger • Produced by Karen Montogomery, Sense of Wonder Productions, LLC
Public Performance Rights Purchase $250, Rental $85
An intimate and poignant portrait of Rachel Carson’s life as she emerges as America’s most successful advocate for the natural world.

A SNOWMOBILE FOR GEORGE
94 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed by Todd Darling • Produced by Highway De Lux
Public Performance Rights Purchase $295, Rental $95
A rambunctious road trip reveals the toll that environmental deregulation has had on the lives of ordinary people.

SOLDIERS OF CONSCIENCE
87 or 54 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 9-12, College, Adult
Directed by Gary Weimberg and Catherine Ryan
Produced by Luna Productions
Public Performance Rights Purchase $295/250 Rental $95/85
To kill or not to kill? For some, the war is within.

SPLIT ESTATE
76 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 9-12, College, Adult
Directed by Debra Anderson • Produced by Red Rock Pictures, LLC
Public Performance Rights Purchase $295, Rental $95
With cries from Washington for more domestic gas and oil production, the citizens of Garfield County, CO, find themselves in the path of an unstoppable rush to drill.

SIR! NO SIR!
84 minutes • DVD-R or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed by David Zeiger • Produced by David Zeiger, Evangeline Griego and Aaron Zarrow
Public Performance Rights Purchase $295, Rental $95
The untold story of the GI movement to end the war in Vietnam.

A TASTE OF SHAKESPEARE - OTHELLO
60 minutes • DVD-R or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed by Dug Rotstein • Produced by Eugenia Education Foundation
Public Performance Rights Purchase $250, Rental $65
A guide to one of Shakespeare’s greatest tragedies, dealing with revenge and pride.

THE STRANGEST DREAM
89 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed by Eric Bednarski • Produced by Kent Martin
Public Performance Rights Purchase $295, Rental $95
The inspiring story of Joseph Rotblat and the efforts of the Pugwash Conferences to halt nuclear proliferation.

SOLDIERS OF CONSCIENCE
87 or 54 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 9-12, College, Adult
Directed by Gary Weimberg and Catherine Ryan
Produced by Luna Productions
Public Performance Rights Purchase $295/250 Rental $95/85
To kill or not to kill? For some, the war is within.

THE ASTRONOMER
75 or 57 minutes • DVD-R or VHS • Grades 7-12, College, Adult
Directed by Jeffrey Jacobs • Produced by Jacobs Entertainment, Inc.
Public Performance Rights Purchase $295/$250, Rental $95/$85
Fascinating profile of inventor and former Vedanta monk John Dobson, whose Dobsonian telescope mount made astronomy accessible to the public on every continent.

SPLIT ESTATE
76 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 9-12, College, Adult
Directed by Debra Anderson • Produced by Red Rock Pictures, LLC
Public Performance Rights Purchase $295, Rental $95
With cries from Washington for more domestic gas and oil production, the citizens of Garfield County, CO, find themselves in the path of an unstoppable rush to drill.

A TASTE OF SHAKESPEARE - OTHELLO
60 minutes • DVD-R or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed by Dug Rotstein • Produced by Eugenia Education Foundation
Public Performance Rights Purchase $250, Rental $65
A guide to one of Shakespeare’s greatest tragedies, dealing with revenge and pride.

SDH

THIS IS DANIEL COOK Series 2
13 x 30 minutes • DVD-R or VHS • Grades Pre-K-2
Directed by JJ Johnson • Produced by marblemedia / Sinking Ship Productions
Public Performance Rights Series Purchase $1595, Rental $325
Individual Purchase $195, Rental $85
Second 13-part series in which Daniel Cook explores the world around him.

THIS IS EMILY YEUNG
13 x 30 minutes • DVD-R or VHS • Grades Pre K-2
Produced by marblemedia / Sinking Ship Productions
Public Performance Rights Series Purchase $1595, Rental $325
Individual Purchase $195, Rental $85
Emily Yeung leads children and adults alike through a new era of discovery utilizing her unique perspective.

TORTURING DEMOCRACY
90 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 10-12 College, Adult
Produced and Written by Sherry Jones
Public Performance Rights Purchase $295, Rental $95
The inside story of how the U.S. government adopted torture as official policy in the aftermath of 9/11.

TOXIC BUST
41 minutes • DVD-R or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Spanish language version available
Directed by Megan Siler • Produced by Plumb Pictures
Public Performance Rights Purchase $225, Rental $65
A thought-provoking exploration of the relationship between breast cancer and exposure to toxic chemicals.
**WE FEED THE WORLD**

96 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed by Erwin Wagenhofer • Produced by Helmut Grasser, allegrofilms
Public Performance Rights Purchase $295, Rental $95

We Feed The World vividly reveals the dysfunctionality of the industrialized world food system and shows what world hunger has to do with us.

---

**WEATHER THE STORM**

36 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
English and French language version
Directed by Charles Menzies and Jennifer Rashleigh
Produced by Charles Menzies
Public Performance Rights Purchase $225, Rental $75

Fishing communities on France’s western coast show the path to sustainability.

---

**WOLVES IN PARADISE**

57 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 9-12, College, Adult
Directed by William Campbell
Executive Produced by Sally Jo Fifer for ITVS
Public Performance Rights Purchase $250, Rental $85

Ranchers and environmentalists team up to protect open space from developers and to learn how to share with wolves this last wild corner of the West.

---

**THE YES MEN FIX THE WORLD**

87 minutes • DVD or VHS • Grades 10-12, College, Adult
Directed and Produced by Andy Bichlbaum and Mike Bonanno
Public Performance Rights Purchase $295, Rental $95

Two creative political activists, posing as top executives, infiltrate conferences and pull off pranks designed to encourage better business practices.